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My Background…
… and how it relates to the topic

• Concepts, Paradigms, Structure …….. Not Models, Formulas, Analyses

• Connecting Concepts/Ideas to Underlying Principles…
…To then understand the policies and practices in effect

• And implicitly, a recommended way to approach the function of:
• Governance (Civics)… especially Regulation, and
• Decision Making

• …as it applies to where we are today, (the Anthropocene), how we 
got here and where we’re going.



Human Communication
Thoughts, Ideas, Concepts

Filtered (imperfectly) through language

Complications: perceptions/biases/expectations

APRIL 19, 2021



Government oversight of economics & society…
… anchored in understanding ”why we regulate”
• ”Regulation” – what words, thoughts, images does it evoke?

• "Government's view of the economy could be summed up in 
a few short phrases: If it moves, tax it. If it keeps moving, 
regulate it. And if it stops moving, subsidize it.”

President Ronald Reagan,

Remarks to State Chairpersons of the National White House Conference on Small Business

August 15, 1986

Source: history.com



Regulatory decision-making principles/practices …
…anchored in “regulation = applied civics”

• What (conceptually) is government regulating?
• Unrestrained commerce

• Why (conceptually) are regulatory laws passed?
• Self-interest (which drives investment & return) is usually 

incongruent with the common (public) interest

• How (conceptually) do we regulate commerce?
• Occasionally by public ownership; usually by setting limits

• Health; Safety; Economic “fairness”



Wealth of Nations 1776; Adam Smith

• Articulation of market principles

• Argumentation in favor of “free market economies”

•“Invisible hand” – through pursuit of personal gain the public  

interest is promoted (without awareness or intent)

• No identifiable role for government within the market

9

USA socio-economic context:



● “…to be affected with a public interest…”

○ Munn v. Illinois; U.S. Supreme Court; 1877

○ grain elevators

● The “Regulatory Contract” (or Compact)

○ Obligation to serve, 

○ …in exchange for government promise…

■ Cost recovery/compensation via rate setting

● Public Interest

○ Static concept: underlying principles: safe; reliable; costeffective

○ Dynamic concept: myriad factors within decisionmaking
11

Utility Regulation and the “Public Interest”



Regulatory principles/practices …
… in pursuit of the Public Interest

• Regulation as a surrogate for the market … 
• … in price setting, revenue generation and 

earnings (net profit)
• “Just and Reasonable” standard

• And managing the economy – environment relationship

• “Public Interest” standard



Electric Resource Planning –
& Decision-Making Complexity

• Pre-1970’s: “least-cost” regulatory oversight – good/fair procurement

• 1970’s-90’s: incorporating emissions (Clean Air Act) as O&M cost

• 2000’s: emergence of multi-variable optimization
• Rate/bill impact; utility/3rd party ownership; EcoDevo impacts; Renewable %
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Electric Resource Planning –
& Decision-Making Complexity

• Pre-1970’s: “least-cost” regulatory oversight – good/fair procurement

• 1970’s-90’s: incorporating emissions (Clean Air Act) as O&M cost

• 2000’s: emergence of multi-variable optimization
• Rate/bill impact; utility/3rd party ownership; EcoDevo impacts; Renewable %

• 2019-21: Too many concurrent objectives to optimize?
• Community-based gen; self-gen; storage; zero carbon; securitized retirement; 

fair-labor practices; in-state vs. regional gen siting (& reg market development)



Deepening the Complexity, and Uncertainty

• New Electric Load – good or bad?

• Externalities – morbidity; mortality

• Temporal aspects of uncertainty 



Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty
www.deepuncertainty.org

http://www.deepuncertainty.org/


Systemic Restoration

• What if…
• …rather than establishing statutes, regulations and governance 

processes that determine acceptable levels of risk (ppb, ppm in air, 
water ,etc.) ….

• We established a maximum level of tolerance for counter-
systemic functioning?

• What would need to change … operationally; philosophically?



Holistic Systems Thinking & 
Current Decision-Making

• Ecological: & regenerative approach to resources
• Addressing linear consumption

• Economic: & reinforcing sustainability
• Confronting a growth-based system

• Sociological: & embracing values and ethics
• Factoring in equity & justice into systems … quality of life



www.thealliancecenter.org/regenerative/



A Third Premise…

1. Addressing dynamic complexity within decision-making

2. Factoring in multiple systems

3. Might our thought process be fundamentally flawed? 



Rethinking your work, and pursuit 
of innovation, in a different context



Exploring the fundamentals 
underlying our shared paradigm



Living in the 
Anthropocene

The outlook for humanity
- intellectual, spiritual, emotional

And the power of words and stories 
as teachers



Environmental Management –
- reading the vital signs of the planet

• What does it say to you?  
• Is the Earth ok?  In peril?  Or is it humanity that has 

become a virus upon the host?

• Standing in the Anthropocene – how did we get 
here?



Intelligent creatures seeking answers…
…on the front edge of environmental knowledge

How did we get here?  And what does it tell us?

• 1970’s – the first enviro decade –
• Political awareness of ecologic harm & remediation?

• Scholars/prophets – Rachel Carson; Barry Commoner
• Advocacy… pushing on socio-econ structures?

• Industrial Era (late 1800’s – forward)
• And constraining a way of doing business?



Going deeper into our cultural roots..

Note our 
language: 
“discovered 
America”



The roots of today’s challenges: 400+ years ago

• Emergence of the “modern era:” rooted in fear of the natural world

• Fostered a desire to establish control over it…
…and maintain separateness from it

• Reinforced by the dominant institution of the time:
• Roman Catholic Church*

*Not exclusively, but the predominance of Judeo-Christian theology



Religious-based reinforcement:
Creation Storytelling

• All cultures have a creation story

• Western European culture … Biblical-based
• You’re likely very aware of it

• Are you aware that there are 2 Biblical stories?



Story #1: Dominion & “Made in God’s Image”

• Dominion … and “stewardship”
• Establishes the “us and thou” relationship 

• Godlike role for humanity
• Reinforce separateness

• Establishes “human exceptionalism” … just below God



And From Human Exceptionalism….

…a relatively small sociological leap to capitalist imperialism

• And colonialism… (and the roots of today’s racial injustice)

• As a precursor to the environmental harm of the Industrial Era



Story #2: Humanity emerging from the humus

• On equal footing with all of creation… all emerging 
from the earth

• Anchoring our species …

… in our collective sense of humanity
• Reacquainted with our mortality

• Coming from the earth; returning to the earth

• “The surface of our planet is a rich, vast compost pile.”



What is the implication of
embracing this 2nd story?
• The same as what we learn (you, as enviro mgrs., 

especially) every day:
• The fundamental physicality of nature: anchored in mortality

• And that our denial of mortality (non-cognitively) is 
incongruent with our collective survival



The Essence of 
Human Exceptionalism

“civilized society…is a hopeful belief and protest 
that science, money and goods make man 
count for more than any other animal.  In this 
sense everything that man does is religious and 
heroic.”

Ernest Becker, Denial of Death



Words and Images…
Humus….. Humility

“Why do we often loathe such 
humbling experiences as 
humiliating rather than welcoming 
them as grounding?”
T. Beal

Spirare (Latin): breath
• Inspire: to take in from one another
• Conspire: (offering a more positive connotation) to work together, with one 

another



What is Being Asked of Environmental Managers?
(Where to focus your pursuit of innovation?)

• Governance/decision-making/regulatory functions-
• Staying relevant amid increasing complexity

• Public policy development –
• Embrace holistic/systems-based/biomimicry

• The deep roots of our current way of thinking…
• And the adverse impacts upon human survival



Thank You
Jeff Ackermann

Senior Policy Advisor

Jeffrey.Ackermann@colostate.edu
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Agenda

• What Is Climate Resiliency?

• Program Objectives and Location

• Our Approach

• Summary and Take-aways



What Is Climate Resiliency?

• The concept of resilience describes 
how systems respond to disturbances 
caused by climate variabilities or 
change
– We want to promote the ability of an 

ecological system to withstand disturbance 
while still maintaining necessary functions.  
To reduce the risk and long-term impacts of 
severe disturbances (e.g., “level the curve”)

• Climate-related threats/stressors 
affecting ecosystems in LBRV and 
Summit County
– Drought, wildfires, flooding, invasive 

species (non-native), forest insects and 
diseases (e.g., “sudden aspen decline”), or 
any combination of these



Objectives

Based in Summit County, the non-profit Friends of the 
Lower Blue River (FOLBR) organization is dedicated to 
protecting the environmental integrity and maintaining 
the traditional agricultural character of the Lower Blue River 
Valley through education, collaboration, and community 
involvement.

The purpose of the project is to support FOLBR’s 
community initiative focused on assessing and improving 
climate resiliency in the Lower Blue River Valley and 
neighboring counties. 

Geosyntec’s partnership with FOLBR on this project 
commenced in early 2022 and has included robust desktop 
research to establish a baseline habitat assessment as well 
as field work including soil health analysis, carbon stock 
inventory verification, and development of context-specific 
recommendations to promote climate resiliency.

Our focus has been to work with four early 
adopter landowners with the vision to ultimately work with 
public land managers across common ecological systems.



Project Location

Ranch 3
385 ac.

Ranch 4
25,000 ac.

Ranch 1
320 ac.

Ranch 2
1,150 ac.



Our Approach

• GIS Desktop Study

• Field Verification - “Boots on the Ground”

• Baseline Habitat Assessment

• Soil Health Analysis

• Carbon Stock Inventory

• Summary/Conclusions



Building Environmental Programs to 

Outlast the Great Resignation

Colorado Environmental Management Society 

Fall Conference

Suzanne Gabriele September 20, 2022

9:45 – 10:15 am



Suzanne Gabriele

• 30+ Years of Environmental Consulting

• Principal at Geosyntec Consultants (2012)

• Specializing in Management Systems, Compliance Programs and 

Environmental Due Diligence

Introduction

GEOSYNTEC CONSULTANTS – LAKEWOOD OFFICE

44 Union Blvd, Suite 620

Lakewood, CO 



• The Great Resignation

– What are the impacts, and what can we expect going 

forward?

• Environmental Program vs Environmental Person

• Essential Elements of an Environmental Program

Environmental Program to Outlast the Great Resignation – Overview



About Geosyntec

We are a consulting and engineering firm that works with 

private and public sector clients to address new ventures 

and complex problems involving our environment, natural 

resources, geotechnical and civil infrastructure.



About Geosyntec

Geosyntec Office Locations



• Workers who voluntarily quit their jobs

– Hit a high of 3.0% in Nov-20

– Holding steady at 2.8% since then

– Historical average has been 2.3%

• That 0.5% difference equates to ~785,000 workers

• Baby Boomers (born Post-WWII to 1964) 

– Boomers are ~25% of current workers

– 10,000 Boomers/day turn 65, many retire at 65

– ‘The Great Retirement’

• 48% of American workers are actively job searching 

or watching for opportunities (Gallup, Jul-22)

The Great Resignation – Is it a Real Thing?



• Not just older employees

– 37% of 18- to 29-year-olds likely to 

look for a new job w/in 6 months 
(Pew, Jul-22)

• Reasons for leaving

– Greater flexibility (e.g., work from 

home options, childcare, etc.)

– Higher compensation

– Opportunities for advancement

– Re-evaluating life priorities

• Intense competition for workers

The Great Resignation

37%
18-29-Year-Olds Quit

CY2021



The Great Resignation

• Who has time for turnover?

– Interim reassignment of roles

– Loss of institutional knowledge 

and need to reinvent

– Recruiting, hiring, onboarding

• Has turnover impacted you?

• Post-pandemic landscape

– Turnover rates are anticipated to remain high

• For the reasons on the last slide

– Businesses need to respond accordingly

• It’s risky to take a passive approach in retention of even your most 

loyal employees 

• Don’t wait for dissatisfied worker to surprise you with a notice

• Demonstrate your interest in providing your employees with the 

opportunities for career growth that they desire



Environmental Program vs Environmental Person

Environmental 

Program 

vs. 

Environmental 

Person

Essential Elements of 

an Environmental 

Program

• Reliance on a Person rather than a Program

– Creates stress on that person – stress leads to burnout

– Creates risk for the business - not a sustainable model

– Documented program outlives employee turnover, creates 

training tool for the next person



Environmental Program Essential Elements - Overview

Inventory 

Environmental 

Compliance 

Obligations

Maintain an 

Environmental 

Compliance 

Calendar

Establish an 

Environmental 

Filing System

Define the

Roles and 

Responsibilities for 

Environmental 

Management

Develop 

Environmental 

Standard 

Operating 

Procedures

Offer a 

Robust Training 

Program

Monitor for 

Changes 

(Internal & 

External)



Inventory your facility’s environmental requirements

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Compliance Inventory

Air Wastes Industrial 

Wastewater

Industrial 

Stormwater

Spill 

Prevention
EPCRA



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory - Air

Air

Permit

▪ Need one unless exempt

(each state has its own exemptions)

▪ Follow the Permit

Record-

Keeping

APCD 

Malfunction 

Plan

Monitoring 

& 

Inspections

Compliance 

Certification

▪ Track throughputs

▪ Calculate actual emissions

▪ Emissions inventory reporting

▪ Have spare parts

▪ Shut down if APCD 

not working 

properly

▪ Differential pressure of dust 

collector filters in place & not torn

▪ RICE hours of operation recorded

▪ Visible emissions recorded, etc.

▪ All aspects of Permit

▪ By due date in Permit



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – Wastes

Identify & 

Characterize

Inspections

Permit
Contingency

Plan

Reporting

▪ Required if the facility 

treats, disposes, or 

stores hazardous 

waste past allowable 

accumulation periods

▪ Required for LQGs

▪ Measures to prevent 

release; spill response

▪ Emergency responders

▪ Biennially

Wastes

▪ Lab data or generator knowledge

▪ Document findings / keep records  

▪ Waste profiles

▪ CAA weekly

▪ SAAs under 

control of 

operator at point 

of generation

▪ Container 

labeling, etc.



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – Industrial Wastewater 

Industrial 

Wastewater

Permit

▪ NPDES if discharge to surface water 

or ground

▪ Pre-treatment permit if discharge to 

sanitary sewer

Monitoring 

& 

Inspections

Slug 

Discharges

Discharge 

Monitoring 

Reports

▪ Sample effluent per the 

Permit

▪ Monitor flow rates

▪ Inspect WWTS for upsets

▪ Prevent & respond to slug discharges

▪ Sampling results and flow 

rates type

▪ Certification

▪ By due date in Permit



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – Industrial Stormwater

Industrial 

Stormwater

Permit
▪ Based on SIC code

▪ No Exposure Certification

Inspections

Stormwater 

Pollution 

Prevention 

Plan 

(SWP3)

Monitoring

▪ Quarterly visual 

▪ Non-storm inspections for 

illicit discharges

▪ Annual

▪ Identify potential sources of stormwater 

pollution

▪ BMPs to minimize the potential

▪ Sample runoff

▪ Submit results or 

keep with SWP3



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – SPCC

Applicability ▪ ≥1,320 gallons of oil storage capacity

Inspections

SPCC Plan

Monitoring

▪ Typ. Monthly

▪ Annual, more detailed

▪ Type, quantity & location of on-site oil 

storage (≥55 gals)

▪ Measures to keep oil spill from 

reaching navigable waterway (e.g., 

sec. contain.)

▪ Professional Engineer stamp

▪ For changes in 

oil quantities, 

type of 

containment, etc.

Spill Prevention 

Control & 

Countermeasure 

(SPCC)



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – EPCRA

EPCRA

SARA 312 

Tier II 

Reporting

▪ ≥10,000 lb storage on-site Non-EHSs

▪ ≥500 lb or TPQ storage on-site EHSs

▪ Due March 1 for prior calendar year 

to SERC, LEPC & fire dept. (on-line 

reporting system by state)

SARA 313 

TRI 

Reporting

SARA 302/ 

303/ 311 

Notification

Monitoring

▪ >10 FTEEs and certain SIC codes

▪ ≥25,000 lb/yr manufactured or 

processed

▪ ≥10,000 lb/yr otherwise used

▪ ≥100 lb/yr Pb or PFAS; ≥10 lb/yr Hg

▪ Due July 1 for prior calendar year to 

USEPA and State (CDX)

▪ Robust new chemical review 

process

▪ Review SDSs for EHSs, etc.

▪ Document storage & usage 

quantities (e.g., at least 

monthly)

▪ ≥10,000 lb storage on-site Non-EHSs

▪ TPQ storage on-site EHSs

▪ Due within 60 days to SERC, LEPC & fire dept



• Risk Management Program (RMP)

– Store an RMP-listed chemical ≥ threshold planning quantity

– Measures in place to prevent a release of listed chemical

– RMPeSubmit (USEPA CDX)

• RMP-Listed Chemicals and Thresholds

• Not Environmental, but consider also

– Process Safety Management (PSM)

• PSM list of chemicals

• Written Procedures (e.g., MOC)

– DHS Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS)

• CFATS list of chemicals and thresholds

• Top Screen, Tier Letter, SSP, or ASP

• Periodic inspections

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Inventory – Other

https://www.epa.gov/rmp/list-regulated-substances-under-risk-management-plan-rmp-program


Compliance Obligations Inventory | On-Line Tools

What if you don’t know?

1. Does my facility have an air permit?  

Has my facility submitted annual air emissions 

inventory reports in the past? 

2. Does my facility have a wastewater discharge 

permit? 

3. Does my facility have an industrial stormwater 

discharge permit? 

4. Does my facility have any registered/regulated 

above or underground storage tanks? 

5. Has my facility submitted SARA Tier 2 and TRI 

reports in the past? 

6. Has my facility submitted info to USEPA indicating 

that we are subject to RMP?  

Several websites are publicly available.   

You can snoop on your own facility ‘anonymously’.

[Alternately, others can snoop on your facility anonymously.] 



Has my facility submitted SARA 313 TRI reports in the past? 

Compliance Obligations Inventory | ON-LINE TOOLS – TRI REPORTING

TRI Explorer | US EPA

https://enviro.epa.gov/triexplorer/tri_release.facility


Environmental Program Essential Elements – Compliance Calendar

• Now that compliance obligations have been inventoried,

map out:

– What you need to do to demonstrate compliance?

– Who is best suited to complete each task, and who is the 

backup?

– By When does each task need to be completed?

• Range of sophistication to match the facility’s 

obligations 

• Three potential options to consider

– Spreadsheet

– Outlook or Teams

– Software Solution



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Compliance Calendar

Environmental Calendar - XYZ Pigment Mfg, Oak Creek, Wisconsin - DRAFT / Work in Progress Today's Date: 7/20/22

Area Requirement Due Date Last Action Taken Responsibility Notes

Comply with Air Permits and keep records required by the Air 

Permits.

on-going XYZ Joe Schmoe is sending daily 

monitoring results to Geo

Leak testing quarterly XYZ Joe Schmoe is sending 1/4-ly 

leak test docs to Geo

Assess the facility's compliance with it's Air Permits & prepare 

the combined Summary of Monitoring Report and Compliance 

Certification for the previous calendar year.

by March 1st annually CEO signed & mailed on 2/25/22 via 

FedEx.

Geosyntec, using 

data from XYZ

CEO certifies this Report / 

Certification.

Determine/document actual facility air emissions for the prev. 

CY, and compare to reporting thresholds; prepare the annual Air 

Emissions Inventory Report or document exempt.

by March 1st annually Geosyntec, using 

data from XYZ

WAMS system used to prepare 

& submit.  CEO certifies this 

Report

Annual differential pressure and other monitoring device 

calibrations.

American Instrument Corp. 

completed calibrations 3/8/22.

XYZ XYZ to have AIC complete 

calibrations again in Mar-23.

Complete 3 Stack Tests during CY2022. April 19, August 16 & 

TBD.  DNR to attend all 3 

tests.

6/15: uploaded Apr-22 stack test 

report via WAMS. 

Comply w/generator requirements for haz waste generation, 

storage, labeling, manifesting, shipping, & weekly inspections.

on-going Matt to do weekly CAA inspections XYZ Geosyntec prepared log sheet 

for this purpose.

Determine/document generator status for the previous CY, 

prepare annual Generator's Report or doc exempt status.

by March 1st annually 2/25: Geo submitted SQG Report & 

CEO signed Cert page

Geosyntec using 

data from XYZ

WDNR Switchboard / WAMS ID.

RCRA Training Geo trained 2/10/22. Geosyntec training due next Feb-23

Comply w/Permit 620.08 and keep records required by Permit. on-going XYZ XYZ report violations w/in 24 hrs

Complete Water Balance by February 1st annually 4/1/22 (do by Feb. 1 next year) Geosyntec CEO certifies this

Quarterly sampling by the MMSD at XYZ's V-notch weir. 1/4-ly, scheduled via 

MMSD call to XYZ. 

likely next sampling in July Geosyntec MMSD to notify Geosyntec of 

schedule to enable split samples

Semiannual Hauled Waste Reports to MMSD. by Jan 31 and by Jul 31 

for the prior 6 mos

Reports submitted 1/19/22 & 

6/29/22

Geosyntec, using 

data from XYZ

Next Report due by 1/31/23

Comply with WDNR Tier 1 Permit (WI-S067849-05) and keep 

records required by the Permit.

on-going XYZ

Annual Impaired Water search & documentation. by February 15 annually Geo emailed doc. XYZ 1/4/22. Geosyntec avoid chloride discharge

Quarterly wet weather inspections of storm water outfalls within 

30 - 60 minutes of the start of rain event.

one per calendar quarter Kris doing these inspections XYZ Geo trained Kris Marks & gave 

him log & map to use.

Semiannual dry weather inspections twice per calendar year Geosyntec

Annual Facility Site Compliance Inspection (AFSCI) ~1 year since last one 4/19: Geo conducted the AFSCI.  Has 

XYZ implemented recommendations?

Geosyntec do during a dry weather insp.

Industrial Storm Water Training must schedule training Geosyntec Geo preparing training matls.

Periodically check on maximum on-site storage quantities, 

document the maximum.

continue to track 

monthly maximums

XYZ

Monitor new chemicals brought on-site, review SDS to identify 

any EHSs, etc.

on-going XYZ

Document max. on-site storage quantities and review SDSs for 

the previous CY to determine if Report required; document

by March 1st annually 2/15: Geo submitted Report & XYZ 

paid fee

Geosyntec, using 

data from XYZ

WHOPRS

Track chemicals manufactured, processed or otherwise used.  

Air Permit record-keeping can likely be used for this purpose.

on-going XYZ

Identify TRI-listed chemicals manufactured, processed or 

otherwise used via SDSs and determine if any TRI reporting 

thresholds were exceeded during the previous calendar year.

by July 1st annually 6/14: TRI Reports submitted via CDX Geosyntec, using 

data from XYZ

HAZCOM Provide HAZCOM training to XYZ employees as requested. must schedule training Geosyntec Geo preparing training matls.

Wastewater

Storm Water

EPCRA Tier 2

EPCRA TRI

Air

XYZ to contract with ET&E to do the stack tests; 

Geosyntec to be present during the stack tests.

Hazardous 

Waste



• Outlook or Teams-based

– In Outlook, enter due dates as appointments

• Include reminder pop-ups
– Maybe 30 days in advance for annual items, a week in advance for monthly items, etc.

• Can ‘invite’ person(s) responsible to complete

• Once requirement completed, edit the appointment to be for the next due 

date

– In Teams, use the Planner app to assign tasks to team members

• Include reminder pop-ups

• Assigned tasks need to be closed out

– Cost: Low

• Software Solution
– Intelex, Dakota, Cority

– Cost: Medium to high 
(still have to take the time to populate the program)

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Compliance Calendar

BEST PRACTICE

Don’t schedule too many ‘reminders’! 

lest they get ignored.



Environmental Program Essential Elements – Filing System

Folder Sub-folder Description

SOP Air Quality Standard Operating Procedure

Permits & Applications Permit(s) / Permit Applications / Exemption Documentation

Record-Keeping e.g., solvent usage logs, differential pressure monitoring logs, training records, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., Compliance Certifications, Summary of Monitoring Reports, Air Emissions Inventory Reports, Agency 

Inspection Reports, Emails, Notices of Violation or Non-Compliance relating to Air, etc.

SOP Industrial Wastewater Standard Operating Procedure

Permits & Applications Permit(s) / Permit Applications

Record-Keeping e.g., Wastewater Sampling Lab reports, training records, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., Discharge Monitoring Reports, Agency Inspection Reports, Notices of Violation or Non-Compliance

TTO and/or Slug Control Plan Total Toxic Organics Plan and/or Slug Discharge Control Plan

SOP Wastes Standard Operating Procedure

Waste Determinations e.g., waste sampling lab reports, documented generator knowledge

Record-Keeping e.g., Manifests, Waste Shipment Logs / Reports, Weekly Hazardous Waste Inspection logs, training records, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., Hazardous Waste Generator Reports, Agency Inspection Reports, Notices of Violation or Non-Compliance

Contingency Plan

SOP EPCRA Standard Operating Procedure

Record-Keeping e.g., Tier II and TRI Reporting Calculations, Submitted Reports or Exemption Documentation, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., Notices of Violation or Non-Compliance

SOP Industrial Stormwater Standard Operating Procedure

Permits & Applications Permit or No Exposure Certification / Permit Applications

Record-Keeping e.g., Monthly Inspection logs, Annual Facility Site Compliance Inspection (AFSCI), lab analysis, Training 

records, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., SWP3 Summary, Notice of Intent, Notice of Termination, Agency Inspection Reports, Notices of Violation 

or Non-Compliance, etc.

Storm Water Pollution 

Prevention Plan - SWP3

Record-Keeping e.g., release information, reports to agency(ies), changes made to present reoccurrence, etc.

Correspondence with Agency e.g., Notices of Violation or Non-Compliance, etc.

Facility Maps, 

Drawings, 

Diagrams

Org Charts Description of roles/responsibilities

Air Quality

Industrial 

Wastewater

Hazardous 

Waste

Chemical 

Inventory - 

EPCRA

Industrial 

Storm Water

Spills and 

Releases

System 

Folders

and 

Index



• Environmental SOPs addressing requirements (or to 
document how to maintain exempt status)

– Air permitting / air emissions

– Hazardous waste management

– Wastewater discharges/permits

– Industrial stormwater discharges

– Spill prevention

– EPCRA 

• If applicable, or document how to 
maintain exempt status
– Risk management planning

– Process safety management
– DHS CFATS

• Roles and responsibilities
– Who is responsible for what; who reviews?

– Very important to know who is ultimately responsible, clearly, in writing

– Clearly state in SOPs and Compliance Calendar

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Environmental SOPs



• SOPs can be simple or detailed

– Simple for less complex facilities

– More detailed for an environmental 
permit that is critical for the facility’s 
continued operation

– Want SOPs to be useable

• Review and update

– By SOP owner

– On a pre-determined & defined 
frequency

– Regulatory changes, change in 
operations, etc.

• Reference cards and signage

– Typically, at the point of use

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Compliance Tools



• TRAIN Employees

– On contents of the SOPs

– Make it interesting, engaging

• Hands On training tends to 
‘stick’ better

• Quiz trainees to ensure they ‘get 
it’

• Record who took the training 
when

• Continuously review and 
improve the training materials

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Training Program



• Internal

– Environmental must be involved 
with upcoming facility projects, 
product changes, etc.

– Planned process change:

• Air emissions

• Wastewater discharges

• Chemicals used / stored on-site

– Consider implementing a formal 
Management of Change (MOC) 
process

• External

– Regulations

– Permits

• Renewals, general permit tweaks

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Monitoring for Changes



• Don’t have to have a formal 
MOC

– Like what is required for Process 

Safety Management (PSM)

– But must actively look for facility 

and regulation changes that 

impact you

• Should have written guidelines 
to:

– Memorialize the facility’s process

– Use to train those new to EHS 

Role (or retrain employees)

Environmental Program Essential Elements – Monitoring for Changes



Why Have an Environmental Program?  Recap

• Worst case scenario

– One person responsible, no mentoring for succession or 
redundancy, little oversite by management, no documented 
program

– He / she leaves or is unable to work

– No written program leads to:

• What do we do now?

• How do we train the next person?  Where do we start??

• Non-compliances (fines / penalties)

• Drain on (already thin) resources…

• Ability to continue to operate may come into question…
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